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On beam-induced kinetic Alfven waves and rapid dissipation of circularly polarized Alfven
waves: A 2-D hybrid simulation

Yasuhiro Nariyuki1∗, Tohru Hada2, Ken Tsubouchi3

1Kochi National College of Tech.,2E.S.S.T., Kyushu Univ.,3NICT

Beam-induced instabilities are one of the most fundamental relaxation processes in collisionless plasmas. The ion beams par-
allel to the ambient magnetic field are often observed in the solar wind, foreshocks, and in the earth’s magnetosphere. Waves
excited by these beams are important from the point of view of heating core plasmas and also making nonthermal particles.

We numerically discuss the dissipation of circularly polarized Alfven waves in solar wind plasmas including beam components
by using a 2-D hybrid simulation code. Numerical results suggest that, both in the 1-D and 2-D simulations, the presence of large
amplitude Alfven waves strongly suppresses the beam instabilities. Furthermore, the Alfven waves are rapidly dissipated in the
presence of the beam-induced kinetic Alfven waves, which can exist only in the 2-D system.
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Supperdiffusion transport of energetic ions accelerated a shock wave

Tooru Sugiyama1∗, Daikou Shiota2

1JAMSTEC,2RIKEN

We study the transport properties of energetic particles in the upstream region of interplanetary shocks considering the pos-
sibility of anomalous diffusion, where the density decay profile has not an exponential profile but a power-law behavior. The
ACE spacecraft observations at 1 AU show that the energetic ions with energy of 0.55 ˜ 0.76 MeV spatial profiles are well fitted
by a power law distribution and we have< dxˆ2 > ˜ tˆa, with a ˜ 1.33 +- 0.01. This implies that particle propagation around a
near earth orbit can be intermediate between normal diffusion (a = 1) and ballistic motion (a = 2) even though the power of the
magnetic wave is sufficient large to scatter the particles.
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Energetic particle generation in CIR with and without magnetic decrease structures

Ken Tsubouchi1∗

1NICT

Corotating interaction regions (CIRs), which are the plasma and field compression regions, are typically bounded by a pair of
shock waves (forward/reverse shock) at the heliocentric distance> 2AU. The spacecraft observations have found the increases
in energetic particle intensities coinciding with CIR events, especially exhibiting the peaks at its boundaries. This implies that
the effective acceleration process is taken place at the forward and reverse shocks. Furthermore, the intensity increase near the
reverse shock is mostly larger than than those measured near the forward shock.

We perform one-dimensional hybrid simulations which show the evolution of both forward and reverse shocks simultaneously
to account for such an asymmetric feature. The result indicates that the reverse shock becomes a quasi-parallel regime by the
reduction of tangential field amplitudes due to the solar wind adiabatic expansion. Thus ion injection into diffusive shock accel-
eration process is more easily established, resulting in the thermal solar wind possibly accelerated up to the suprathermal range.

On the other hand, the magnetic decrease structures (MDs) are well developed in the reverse shock downstream via the in-
teraction of large-amplitude Alfven waves embedded in the fast solar wind with the shock. Since the MD carries more particles
away from the shock front, the temporal development of the reverse shock, such as the transition to a quasi-parallel regime, is
suppressed. Therefore, in the presence of MDs, the acceleration efficiency at the reverse shock is declined.

By the meeting, we will further investigate the energetic particle profile throughout a whole CIR and compare the results with
observational features.

Keywords: CIR, shock, particle acceleration, magnetic decrease
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Microstructure of the heliospheric termination shock

Shuichi Matsukiyo1∗, Manfred Scholer2

1ESST Kyushu Univ.,2MPE

Microstructure of the heliospheric termination shock is investigated by utilizing one-dimensional electromagnetic full particle
simulation. A relative pickup ion density of 30% and two different shock angles 90 and 87 deg. are assumed. In addition a run
with a 60% relative pickup ion density is performed to investigate a pickup ion dominated shock. There is an exteded foot up-
stream of the ramp due to reflected pickup ions. In this foot a large shock potential is produced mainly due to the positive bulk
velocity of the pickup ions perpendicular to the magnetic field and to the shock normal. The maximum value of the potential
is over 30% of the shock ram energy. Pickup ion reflection at the shock is almost 100%; part of the pickup ions are essentially
specularly reflected by the magnetic field force term of the Lorentz force in the overshoot, part are reflected in the extended foot
due to a combination of magnetic force term and the cross-shock potential. In the 30% pickup ion case about 90% of the total
thermal energy in the shock is gained by pickup ions, 10% by the solar wind ions and electrons. The thermal energy gain by
pickup ions increases as the pickup ion relative density increases. The pickup ion temperature increases continuously from the
upstream edge of the extended foot to the shock ramp and stays then constant through the overshoot and downstream.

Keywords: termination shock, pickup ion
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Evidence of strong deformation of the Earth’s magnetosphere under low Ma solar wind

Masaki N Nishino1∗, Masaki Fujimoto1, Tai-Duc Phan2, Yoshifumi Saito1, Toshifumi Mukai3, Masha M. Kuznetsova4, Lutz
Rastaetter4

1JAXA/ISAS, 2UCB/SSL,3JAXA, 4NASA/GSFC

The density of the solar wind (SW) around the Earth’s magnetosphere at times decreases to only several percent of the usual
value, and such density extrema results in a significant reduction of dynamic pressure and Alfven Mach number (Ma) of the
SW flow. While simple expansion of the Earth’s magnetosphere by the low dynamic pressure was assumed in previous stud-
ies, a recent simulation study predicted a remarkable dawn-dusk asymmetry of the magnetotail in shape under low Ma SW and
Parker-spiral IMF configuration (Nishino et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 2008). Therefore, direct observations of the magnetopause un-
der these conditions have been awaited. Here we show evidence of strong deformation of the magnetotail under low Ma SW
and Parker-spiral IMF conditions, based on Geotail observations on both the dawn and dusk sides. The tail magnetopause on
the duskside remained at the usual position despite extremely low dynamic pressure in the SW, while the magnetotail on the
dawnside drastically expanded dawnward, both of which are consistent with the simulation result. The strong deformation of the
magnetotail can be universal phenomenon, because it is attributed to the extremely low Ma (low beta) SW environment that may
also take place around the Earth’s magnetosphere passed by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) as well as around Mercury and in
the interstellar medium outside the heliopause.

Keywords: low Ma solar wind, solar wind - magnetosphere interaction, deformation of the magnetosphere, Geotail observations,
global MHD simulation
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Expansion fronts of solar wind ions and electrons at the wake boundary

Tomoko Nakagawa1∗

1Tohoku Institute of Technology

The solar wind interaction with an insulating, non-magnetized body such as the moon is characterized with the particle absorp-
tion and the surface charging. The solar wind particles that hit the moon are absorbed by the surface, creating a plasma cavity
called the lunar wake behind the moon. At the boundary of the downstream wake, it has been often explained as ”due to their
greater thermal speed, the ambient electrons fill in the evacuated wake region faster than the ions, thereby creating an ambipolar
electric field that retards the velocities of electrons and increases the velocities of the ions in a self-consistent way” (e.g., Farrell
et al., GRL 1996).

According to the electromagnetic 2-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation with surface charging, it has been found that the
ions enter the void faster than the electrons, producing positive excess of charge at the wake boundary in the vicinity of the
obstacle (x = 1 Ro, where Ro is the radius of the obstacle). It is due to the negative electric potential of the nightside surface of
the body, which retards the solar wind electrons coming to the wake boundary. Negative excess of charge is found in the central
wake at farther downstream (x = 2 - 3 Ro). It should be noted that the simulation was for small object whose radius is several
times as large as the Debye length, and the effect of the surface charging might be limited for a larger obstacle. The nightside
surface charging is due to the electron thermal speed higher than the solar wind bulk speed, which is a basic nature of the solar
wind plasma, and is caused mainly by higher energy component of the electrons, while the density profile is mainly constituted
by the lower energy component that can be easily retarded by the surface charging.

Keywords: wake, electrons, expansion front, surface charging, PIC simulation, ambipolar electric field
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Generation mechanism of the 100-second magnetic field variations observed by Kaguya

Akihito Nakayama1∗, Tomoko Nakagawa1, Futoshi Takahashi2, Hideo Tsunakawa3, Hidetoshi Shibuya4, Hisayoshi Shimizu5,
Masaki Matsushima3

1Tohoku Inst. Tech.,2Tokyo Tech.,3Dept. Earth Planet. Sci., Tokyo Tech.,4Dept. Earth Sci., Kumamoto Univ.,5ERI, Univ. of
Tokyo

Kaguya/LMAG often detected low-frequency magnetic variation of 100-sec periods when the moon was in the solar wind.
The low frequency waves were examined by using the 1-sec averaged magnetic field data obtained by Kaguya/LMAG during the
period from January 1, 2008 to November 30, 2008. The data were Fourier transformed every 600 sec. The waves were observed
in 10 percent of the observation period. The dominant frequency was 0.01 Hz. The waves were observed at the terminator and the
magnetic anomaly of the moon. The waves are supposed to be generated by the protons reflected by the moon through cyclotron
resonance with the MHD waves in the solar wind.

Keywords: Moon, Kaguya, MHD wave, magnetic field, MAP/PACE LMAG, solar wind
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Electrostatic Solitary Waves (ESWs) observed by Kaguya monopole antennas near the
Moon

Kozo Hashimoto1∗, Maki Hashitani2, Yoshiharu Omura3, Yoshiya Kasahara4, Hirotsugu Kojima1, Takayuki Ono5, Hideo
Tsunakawa6

1Paleological Association of Japan,2Kyushu Electric Power Co.,3RISH, Kyoto University,4Kanazawa University,5Tohoku
University,6Tokyo Institute of Technology

In KAGUYA (SELENE) LRS[1], WFC-L [2] observes waveforms of plasma waves in 100Hz-100kHz and a lot of electrostatic
solitary waves (ESWs) have been observed. Some results have been reported [3]. Although orthogonal dipole antennas are gen-
erally used in the observations, sometimes a pair of monopole antennas were used. We reports observations mainly by the latter
antennas.

Propagation velocities, potentials, spatial scales, and so on of ESWs can be evaluated through analyses of waveforms observed
by the monopole mode. The ESW waveforms have often components perpendicular to the background magnetic field and the
potential structure is perpendicular to the background magnetic field. These values are evaluated after fitting the observed data
to the ideal two-component ESW fields. The propagation velocities, the sign of the potential, potential depth, and so on of some
examples received regions reported in [3] will be reported.

References
[1] Takayuki Ono, Atsushi Kumamoto, Yasushi Yamaguchi, Atsushi Yamaji, Takao Kobayashi, Yoshiya Kasahara, and Hiroshi

Oya, Instrumentation and observation target of the Lunar Radar Sounder (LRS) experiment on-board the SELENE spacecraft,
Earth Planets Space, 60, 321-332, 2008.

[2] Y. Kasahara, Y. Goto, K. Hashimoto, T. Imachi, A. Kumamoto, T. Ono, and H. Matsumoto, Plasma Wave Observation
Using Waveform Capture in the Lunar Radar Sounder on board the SELENE Spacecraft, Earth, Planets and Space, 60, 341-351,
2008.

[3] K. Hashimoto, M. Hashitani, Y. Kasahara, Y. Omura, M.N. Nishino, Y. Saito, S. Yokota, T. Ono, H. Tsunakawa, H. Shibuya,
M. Matsushima, H. Shimizu, and F. Takahashi, Electrostatic solitary waves associated with magnetic anomalies and wake bound-
ary of the Moon observed by KAGUYA, accepted for publication in Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L19204, doi:10.1029/2010GL044529,
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Solar radio type-I radio bursts generated during CMEs and their related magnetic struc-
tures

Kazumasa Iwai1∗, Satoshi Masuda2, Yoshizumi Miyoshi2, Masumi Shimojo3, Hiroaki Misawa1, Fuminori Tsuchiya1, Akira
Morioka1, Satoshi Inoue4, Daikou Shiota5

1PPARC, Tohoku Univ.,2STEL, Nagoya Univ.,3NSRO, NAOJ,4NICT, 5RIKEN

Type-I noise storm is one of the solar radio phenomena observed in a meter wavelength. Type-I bursts are sometimes observed
with coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Nevertheless, the relationship between type-I bursts and CMEs has not been understood
well. The observation facing to the disc center is most suitable to identify radio bursts because of the emission directivity, while
the limb observation enables to capture easily coronal loop structures and their dynamics. We have investigated an active region
which was located around the solar disk center using the ground based radio burst observation and coronal imaging observations
of the STEREO satellites that located around 65 to 70 degree from the Sun - Earth line. Such coordinated observations at different
angles from the active regions are essential for studying the type-I noise burst.

Generation and decrease of type-I bursts were observed around 100 - 200 MHz on Feb. 7, 2010. STEREO observed sev-
eral CMEs and radio flux of type-I bursts enhanced after the first CME and decreased before the second CME in this event. A
potential-field source-surface simulation using SOHO/MDI magnetograms suggests that there was a multipolar magnetic system
around the active region and CMEs occurred around the magnetic neutral line of the multipolar system.

We have tried to explain our observation results using a CME model in which CMEs occur in multipolar topologies (Antio-
chos et al, 1999). In this model, a current sheet is made in the post CME loop after the eruption of the first CME. This current
sheet is usually much less sheared and their reconnection proceeds slowly. Therefore, this current sheet reconnection region can
provide energetic particles weakly for a long time and it can explain the long duration of the type-I emission. We assume that a
flux emergence which leads to the second CME might cause deformation or destruction of the current sheet of the radio source
region, and suppressed the radio burst emission. This explanation is consistent with the fact that the type-I dissipation occurred
when the first CME front had reached at a height of several solar radii, which was so distant from the height of expected radio
source region that the first CME could not modulate the radio source region by itself.

Keywords: solar radio burst, ground based observation, active region, CME
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Speed profiles of ICMEs detected by IPS observations

Tomoya Iju1∗, Munetoshi Tokumaru2, Ken’ichi Fujiki2

1Particle and astrophys,Sci,Nagoya-univ.,2STELab,Nagoya-univ

We have investigated property of traveling interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) by using interplanetary scintillation
(IPS) observations using 4 ground-based stations of radio telescope. IPS observations allow us to determine solar wind condition
between 0.2 and 1AU.

In this study, we analyzed data of the solar wind disturbance factor, so-called g-value, derived from our IPS observation. From
this analysis, we made a list of IPS disturbance event days and all-sky maps of g-values. With assumptions that (1) an IPS dis-
turbance event day correspond to a CME in the period of solar minimum, (2) motion of ICMEs is radial and (3) ICME is located
on enhanced g-value region, we compared our list (or all-sky maps) with other catalogs, i.e. SOHO/LASCO CME catalog [URL:
http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CMElist/index.html] and ICMEs catalog [Richardson and Cane, 2010]. We identified fourteen IPS
disturbance event days which relate to both near-Sun halo CME and near-Earth ICME in periods of 1997, 1998, 2008 and 2009.
For these event days, we calculated speed profiles of ICMEs traveling at three locations, i.e. near-Sun, interplanetary space and
near-Earth.

In this talk, we report speed profiles of ICMEs which is derived from analysis of IPS disturbance event days.

Keywords: Interplanetary space, Coronal mass ejections, Space plasma, Ground-based observation
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Solar wind data assimilation using 3D MHD simulation

Chihiro Tao1∗, Iku Shinohara1, Daikou Shiota2, Ryuho Kataoka3, Yoshizumi Miyoshi4, Munetoshi Tokumaru4

1ISAS/JAXA, 2RIKEN, 3Tokyo Institute of Technology,4STEL, Nagoya University

Solar wind propagates among interplanetary space embedding large disturbed structures. They have significant effect on plane-
tary environment. In order to understand their propagation and development in the simulation constrained by observations, we try
data assimilation for solar wind case. Solar wind propagation is simulated by solving a three-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamic
(MHD) equations with inner boundary condition is based on SOHO/MDI magnetic field observation and related wind velocity,
density, and temperature by empirical models. Solar wind velocity from interplanetary scintillation (IPS) observation is put into
the simulation by weighting as a function of observation and system (model + inner boundary) errors. The latter is simulated
to obtain as a function of heliospheric radius. Including the attempt to improve the assimilation reflected region, we will show
present status of solar wind data assimilation.

Keywords: solar wind, data assimilation, simulation, MHD
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Solar activity cycle and its anomaly observed by radio

Kiyoto Shibasaki1∗

1Nobeyama Solar Radio Observatory

The 24th solar activity cycle has started and number of active regions and relative sunspot numbers are increasing. However,
their rate of increase is rather slow compared to previous cycles. Active region sizes are small, lifetimes are short, and no big
(X-class) flares occurred so far. We study this anomalous situation using data from Nobeyama Solar Radio Observatory.

Total radio fluxes from the Sun have been observed by radio polarimeters since November 1951. Data covering almost 60
years in microwave regions are available. Due to well established calibration method, these data can be used as indices of long
term solar activity similar to or better than relative sunspot numbers. Minimum values of radio fluxes were recorded in 2009 and
now flux values are increasing. However, increasing rate is rather small compared to previous cycles.

Radio imaging observations have been done by Radioheliograph (NoRH) since 1992. We can compare radio images during the
latest minimum period with that of the previous one. Solar activity cycle is not only increase and decrease of sunspot numbers,
but also latitudinal variations of sunspots and dark filaments, and polar activities. We need to study global activities of the Sun.
For this purpose, we synthesized radio a butterfly diagram using 6,500 daily radio images taken by NoRH at 17 GHz.

Beside lower latitude bright active regions, polar regions are bright in radio. This polar activity is anti-phase with the lower
regions. The current polar brightness is weaker than the previous minimum. Also we can clearly see north-south asymmetry in
polar brightness. Dark features correspond to dark filaments which divide magnetic polarity. Large structure of dark features
represents global magnetic structure on the Sun. This structure seems to repeat in 11 years, but low latitude active regions started
to activate after 13 years. Synchronization between global cycle and active region cycle seems to be lost or weakened.

When large sunspots appear on the Sun, radio images show very bright, compact and highly circularly polarized emission
sources. These are due to gyro-resonance emission. Gyro-resonance emission observed by NoRH at 17 GHz is emitted at 2,000
Gauss iso-gauss layer above sunspot umbrae. In the current solar cycle, number of such sources is very small. These sources
always show 3-minutes oscillation. From detailed measurement of oscillation period, we can get temperature of sunspots. Study
of such sources during the last solar cycle show that oscillation period, hence sunspot temperature, depends on solar cycle phase.
It is quite interesting to study sunspots in the current anomalous solar cycle.

Keywords: solar activity cycle, radio observation, Nobeyama Radioheliograph, radio butterfly diagram
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Long term variations of magnetic multipoles of the sun

Kazuyuki Hakamada1∗

1Chubu University

457 3-D maps of the coronal magnetic field are constructed by the Radial-Field Model devised by myself and synoptic charts
of the photospheric magnetic field (PMF) observed at the NSO, Kitt Peak in the state of Arizona during 1645 Carrington rotation
(Aug. 17, 1976) and 2101 Carrington rotation (Sep. 5, 2010). In this procedure the scalar magnetic potential of the PMF is
expanded into spherical harmonic series. 457 coefficients of each Gnm and Hnm, where n = 0 – 90, and m = 0 – n, are calcu-
lated. G10 corresponds to the magnetic dipole, and Gnm and Hnm are called as magnetic multipoles. The motion picture of the
long term variations of Gnm is constructed during three solar activity cycles by these 457 Gnm. It is found, from this motion
picture, that (1) the magnetic dipole component, G10 is more or less steady after its polarity change. (2) some of the magnetic
multipole components, m = 0 and n = m, grow up after the shrink of the dipole component. The motion picture is useful for the
understanding of the temporal variaion of Gnm.

Keywords: solar magnetic field, magnetic dipole, magnetic multipole, long term variation
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Solar cycle evolution of the Sun’s shadow in 10 TeV cosmic ray intensity observed with
the Tibet air shower array

M. Amenomori1, T. Asai2, C. Ding3, M. Gou2, K. Hibino4, N. Hotta5, T. Inaba6, D. Inoue3, F. Kajino7, K. Kasahara8, Y.
Katayose2, C. Kato6, K. Kawata3, M. Kozai6, T. Masakawa6, K. Mizutani9, T. Motoyama2, Kazuoki Munakata6∗, H. Nanjo1,
M. Nishizawa10, M. Ohnishi3, I. Ohta11, S. Ozawa8, T. Saito12, T. Saito13, M. Sakata7, T. Sako2, M. Shiomi14, M. Shibata2, T.
Shirai4, T. Soda3, H. Sugimoto15, M. Takita3, N. Tateyama4, S. Torii8, H. Tsuchiya16, S. Udo4, Y. Yamamoto7, S. Yasue17, K.
Yoshigoe3, T. Yuda4

1Department of Physics, Hirosaki U.,2Faculty of Engineering, Yokohama Nat. U.,3ICRR, U. of Tokyo,4Faculty of Engi-
neering, Kanagawa U.,5Faculty of Education, Utsunomiya U.,6Department of Physics, Shinshu U.,7Department of Physics,
Konan U.,8RISE, Waseda U.,9Saitama U.,10National Institute of Informatics,11Sakushin Gakuin U.,12Max-Planck-Institut
fur Physik,13Tokyo Metropolitan College of Industrial,14College of Indust. Technology, Nihon U.,15Shonan Institute of Tech-
nology,16RIKEN, 17School of General Education, Shinshu U.

In this paper, we report for the first time a clear solar cycle variation of the Sun’s shadow in the 10 TeV cosmic-ray intensity
observed over an entire period of the Solar Cycle 23 between 1996 and 2009. In this variation, the average intensity deficit in
the shadow changes in a high negative correlation with the Heliocentric Current Sheet (HCS) tilt-angle, i.e. the intensity deficit
decreases (increases) in the solar activity maximum (minimum) period. The amplitude of the variation is as large as one half of
the deficit intensity expected when all cosmic rays arriving from the optical Sun disk are excluded from the observation. Based
on numerical simulations of the trajectory of antiparticles ejected from the earth to the Sun in the model magnetic field, we
find that the Sun’s shadow diminishes during the solar activity maximum period due to antiparticles’ orbits being deflected in
the complicated and disordered coronal field and excluded from hitting the photosphere. During the solar minimum period, on
the other hand, we find trajectories in the solar polar region being focused and guided toward the photosphere resulting in the
enhancement of the shadow. We also find the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) longitude of the shadow center changing in two
succeeding solar minimum periods. The average GSE longitude in 1996-1997 is +0.039+-0.038 deg, while it is -0.49+-0.036 deg
in 2007-2009 being 25 % larger than the geomagnetic deflection of the Moon’s shadow. This is due to the poloidal component
of the ordered coronal field deflecting cosmic ray trajectories in an opposite sense to the geomagnetic deflection in 1996-1997,
while it deflects trajectories in the same sense in 2007-2009.

Keywords: Sun’s shadow, solar magnetic field, solar cycle variation, galactic cosmic rays, air shower
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Long-term variation in distribution of solar wind density fuluctuations for 1997-2009

Munetoshi Tokumaru1∗, Masayoshi Kojima1, Ken’ichi Fujiki1

1STEL, Nagoya University

Interplanetary scintillation (IPS) observations made with the 327-MHz multi-station system of the Solar-Terrestrial Environ-
ment Laboratory (STEL) are analyzed to investigate distribution of solar wind density fluctuations(Delta Ne) and its evolution
during 1997-2009. The computer assisted tomography (CAT) method is used in the present study to deconvolve line-of-sight
integration of solar wind speed and g-value data obtained from IPS observations. The results show that the high-(low-) latitude
region is dominated by small (large) Delta Ne plasma, which corresponds to the fast(slow) solar wind. The solar wind speed data
show a clear change associated with the solar cycle, and this is in good agreement with our earlier study (Tokumaru et al., 2010).
In contrast, the Delta Ne data don’t show such a solar cycle change, and they shows a gradual increase in fractional area of small
Delta Ne region throughout the period. This trend is observed for all latitudes, and is distinct after 2005 for low latitudes. It is
found that all IPS data obtained here except for those in 2000 are generally consistent with the empirical relation; Delta Ne ˜
V−0.5, (where V is the solar wind speed) reported by Asai et al.(1998). The important point to note is that a marked reduction in
Delta Ne occurs in 2009 for the low speed wind, V<350 km/s. Since number of IPS data for this speed range may be insufficient
to conclude, we need to confirm this reduction in Delta Ne from further observations.

Keywords: solar wind, interplanetary scintillation, solar cycle, Sun’s magnetic field, turbulence
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Relation between activities on the solar surface and solar wind variation

Daizaburo Wada1∗, Wataru Miyake1

1Tokai Univ,;

Various disturbances in geospace are generated by solar activities and solar wind variations. Optiz et al. (2009) compared
solar wind velocity measured by STEREO-A and &8211;B probes, and explained the difference in velocity as not only simple
time-lag, but also as effects of CME, CIR, and latitudinal gradient of velocity. In this research we add ACE measurement of solar
wind parameters, will make more detailed comparison at the solar wind source region with various data on the solar surface, and
discuss possible causes of the solar wind variation.

Keywords: disturbance, solar wind, solar surface, time lag, Temporal effect, Spatial effect
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A statistical study of IMF Bz fluctuations during the solar cycle 23

Shinsuke Tanizaki1∗, Yasuhiro Nariyuki2

1AC, KNCT, 2EE, KNCT

It is well known that the geomagnetic activity is associated with the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) : the
southward directed IMF (Bz component) allows solar wind plasmas into the magnetosphere due to the occurrence of the day side
reconnection. On the other hand, while it is well known that the intensity of IMF fluctuations is of the same order to that of the
ambient IMF, most past studies have not discussed the geoeffectiveness of the fluctuations. In the recent studies, the ”Alfvenic”
IMF fluctuations often correspond to the occurrence of the auroral storm. However, it is still unclear why the Alfvenic fluctuations
play ab important role in the geomagnetic activity.

In the present study, we statistically discuss the Alfvenic IMF Bz component observed by the ACE spacecraft from February
1998 to December 2009 using the higher order statistics and the Shannon entropy in order to quantify the characteristics of the
IMF fluctuations.

Keywords: solar wind turbulence, IMF, Alfvenicity
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Study of Solar Flare Energetic Electrons by Using Synthesized Microwave Emission
Based on Fokker-Planck Simulation Resul

Takaaki Yokoyama1∗, Hirotaka Kitagawa1, Takashi Minoshima2, Tomoko Kawate3

1University of Tokyo,2JAMSTEC,3Kyoto University

Temporal, spatial and spectral variation of microwave emissions from solar flares are studied by solving the electrons transport
in a flare loop and their production of gyro-synchrotron photons. The issue of generation mechanisms of high-energy electrons in
flares have been known but have not yet understood for more than decades. In observations, for example, the Nobeyama Radio-
heliograph has made clear descriptions on the gyro-synchrotron emissions from them, such as, relative brighter loop-tops than
footpoints, and steeper (softer) spectra toward footpoints. These observational results should include information on the phase-
space-density of injected electrons and could be used as keys to the acceleration mechanisms. It is, however, not straightforward
and is a difficult task since such injection information is strongly modulated through the transport and the emission processes.
We study this problem by a ”forward” approach: First, we solve the electron transport Fokker-Planck equation along a flare
loop. The dependence of phase-space density on time, space, electrons pitch-angle, and their energy is derived. The pitch-angle
scattering by the Coulomb collisions throughout the loop and the electrons loss at both footpoints are included. Second, the
gyro-synchrotron emission (assumed optically-thin) is derived from non-isotropic distribution of emitting electrons. We found
that: (1) The loop top is relatively brighter than the footpoints. (2) Both footpoints have steeper (softer) spectrum than the loop
top. (3) The emission is harder than what is expected from the isotropic electrons.

Keywords: solar flare, acceleration, microwave observations
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Comparison between Inactive BGD spots NOAA9957 and Active BGD spots NOAA10652
by using MDI dopplergram

Kan Takizawa1∗, Rei-zaburo Kitai1, Yin Zhang1

1Kwasan & Hida Observatories, Kyoto Univ.

The delta type sunspot groups are known to produce very strong flares and to have high flare productivity. In particular,beta-
gamma-delta type spots are the strongest type of all.

In solar cycle 23, there are 200 beta-gamma-delta type regions, and 141 regions of them(70.5 %) undergo stronger flares than
M1.0. This means the other 59 regions did not show high flare activities. We attention these two groups as control groups.

Active Region NOAA9957 was observed on solar disc from 2002 May 16 to May 28. During observation time NOAA9957
was classified into beta-gamma-delta type region for 10 days, but this region did not show marked flare activity.

Using SOHO-MDI dopplergram data, we detect continuous marked down flow motions at neutral line in this region. For
example, a down flow indicates 1500-1700m/s maximum value for several hours. The 300m/s contour includes both magnetic
polarities and penumbral area decay and the prominent down flow carry on simultaneously. We are assuming this phenomenon
as submergence of the magnetic flux. We also check up the structure of the magnetic field lines with vector magnetogram of
Huairou Solar Observing Station.

In addition, we report the result for comparison between high flare activity beta-gamma-delta region NOAA10652 and low
flare activity beta-gamma-delta region NOAA9957 for line of sight velocity with SOHO-MDI dopplergram.

Keywords: sun, active region, dopplergram, magnetic flux, down flow motions, submergence
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Numerical simulation of shielding to the relativistic solar cosmic rays by using the dipole
magnetic shield

Yuichi Nagano1, Yasuhiro Nariyuki2∗, Hideyuki Usui4, Hirotsugu Kojima3

1EE, KNCT/Osaka Univ.,2EE, KNCT,3RISH, Kyoto Univ.,4Kobe Univ.

The solar wind, which is composed of electrons and protons, blows out from the sun into interplanetary space. The high ener-
getic components in the solar wind are so called solar cosmic rays, which energy sometimes approach 108ev. Humankind, who
lives in the Earth, had been protected from the harmful cosmic rays by the atmosphere and magnetic field of the Earth. After the
middle of 20th century, we widened our sphere of influence to the cosmic space, which is outside the atmosphere and geospace.
As a result, we and our civilization are now directly exposed to danger of the cosmic rays. Recently, the experimental and simu-
lation studies were carried out to discuss the usage of magnetic field to shield satellite from cosmic rays effect. However, models
and parameters used in the past studies are non-realistic.

In the present study, we numerically discuss the magnetic shield using dipole magnetic field for relativistic solar cosmic rays.
The numerical results show that the magnetic dipole moment with the maximum amount of cosmic rays going in the magnetic
shield increases with increasing the kinetic energy of particles, while the maximum amount of cosmic rays going in the magnetic
shield itself decreases.

Keywords: magnetic shield, solar cosmic ray
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SYNOPTIC VARIATIONS OF THE OCB DURING CIR-DRIVEN EVENTS: ISSUES
WITH PC5 PERIODICITIES IN THE SOLAR WIND?

Yajnavalkya Bhattacharya1, Kevin Urban1, Andrew Gerrard1, Louis Lanzerotti1, Allan Weatherwax2, Kunihiro Keika1∗

1New Jersey Institute of Technology,2Siena College

Synoptic observations of the magnetospheric open-closed field-line boundary [OCB], made by an array
of fluxgate magnetometers distributed at high geomagnetic latitudes across Antarctica as part of
the PENGUIn-AGO program, were presented in Urban et al. [2011]. Key to that study was the detection,
or lack thereof, of Pc5 oscillations on the magnetic field lines. However, a number of observations of
Pc5-type frequencies have been observed in the solar wind and question the validity of using synoptic
fluxgate observations to determine the OCB. Using ACE data, we show that these discrete periodicities do exist,
are likely associated with solar p-modes, and do not impact the results of Urban et al. [2011].

Keywords: open-closed field-line boundary [OCB], Pc5 pulsation at high latitudes, the PENGUIn-AGO program, Pc5-type os-
cillation in the solar wind, solar p-modes
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Difference between average AKR spectra on dayside and nightside of the moon observed
by the KAGUYA spacecraft

Yoshitaka Goto1∗, Yoshiya Kasahara1, Atsushi Kumamoto2, Takayuki Ono2

1Kanazawa University,2Tohoku University

The KAGUYA spacecraft continuously observed natural plasma waves from a lunar orbit during the mission. One of the
strongest waves among them is auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) propagating from the earth. In the present study, in order to
derive an average AKR spectrum on the lunar orbit, we statistically constructed two-dimensional histograms of the spectrograms,
which were obtained by the waveform capture instrument (WFC) onboard the KAGUYA spacecraft, relative to frequency and
power. The average AKR spectrum can be derived by contrasting the histograms which are constructed for the farside and near-
side of the moon, respectively.

Comparing the average AKR spectra on dayside and nightside of the moon, we found a difference between them. That is, the
wave strength below 250 kHz on the dayside is relatively larger than that on the nightside. This result can be explained by (i)
localtime difference of the AKR source on the earth or (ii) frequency dependence of reflection condition of the AKR near the
lunar surface.

In the case (ii), the difference of the average AKR spectra can be explained by total reflection of the lower frequency waves
due to a plasma layer between observation altitude and the lunar surface. The reflection condition is that peak plasma density on
the layer is 800 /cc on the assumption of vertical AKR incidence. In case of oblique incidences, the required density becomes
smaller.

In the presentation, we would like to discuss possible explanations for the difference between the average AKR spectra.

Keywords: KAGUYA spacecraft, wave observation, auroral kilometric radiation
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Solar radio observation and the database project in Tohoku University

Hiroaki Misawa1∗, Kazumasa Iwai1, Fuminori Tsuchiya1, Masato Kagitani1, Akira Morioka1

1PPARC, Tohoku University

Planetary Plasma and Atmospheric Research Center of Tohoku University has started continuous observation of solar radio
bursts. Non-thermal electrons accelerated in the solar corona emit radio waves in the meter wavelength range. Coronal radio
emission phenomena are included in flares and coronal mass ejections, which have a large influence on planetary environments.
In addition, coronal particle acceleration and radio emission mechanisms themselves have not been understood well. Therefore,
the monitoring observation of solar radio bursts is important for both forecasting planetary environments and understanding solar
plasma physics.

Iitate Planetary Radio Telescope (IPRT) is a ground based radio telescope of Tohoku University set at the Iitate observatory
in Fukushima prefecture, Japan. A physical aperture of IPRT is 1023 square meter enabling high sensitivity observations. We
have newly developed a radio observation system to observe solar radio bursts with high time and frequency resolutions. The
developed system enables to observe solar radio bursts in the frequency range between 100 and 500MHz with the minimum
detectable sensitivity of better than 0.7SFU under the integration time of 10 ms and the frequency bandwidth of 61KHz. This
system also enables to observe left and right polarization components simultaneously. These specifications are suitable for ob-
serving metric solar radio bursts and the system is one of the world prominent equipments for solar radio bursts. We have started
regular observations of the Sun since September 2009. Many solar radio burst events have been observed until now.

The observation data are disclosed as a part of the Inter-university Upper atmosphere Global Observation NETwork (IU-
GONET) project. There are two formats in the providing database. One is low-resolution data consisted of standard FITS for-
matted 8 bits binary data files with 1 sec time resolution and 1 MHz frequency resolution. Users are able to download these
data files from our web page. The other one is high-resolution data consisted of 8 or 16 bits binary data files with 10 ms time
resolution and 61 kHz frequency resolution. These data files are too large to upload via network so users are asked to log in to
the computers of Tohoku University for handling them. We also provide softwares to analyze and visualize the observation data.
There are two types of analysis software written in IDL. One is based on TDAS (Themis Data Analysis Software suite) and the
other one is based on SSW (SolarSoftWare). Thus, users are able to choose softwares they are more familiar with and start data
analysis easily.

Keywords: Sun, radio burst, database, IUGONET
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